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Abstract: This study analyses the dimensions of trust in artificial intelligence (AI), focusing on why
a significant portion of the UK population demonstrates a higher level of trust in AI compared to
humans. Conducted through a mixed-methods approach, this study gathered 894 responses, with
451 meeting the criteria for analysis. It utilised a combination of a six-step Likert-scale survey and
open-ended questions to explore the psychological, sociocultural, and technological facets of trust.
The analysis was underpinned by structural equation modelling (SEM) and correlation techniques.
The results unveil a strong predilection for trusting AI, mainly due to its perceived impartiality and
accuracy, which participants likened to conventional computing systems. This preference starkly
contrasts with the scepticism towards human reliability, which is influenced by the perception of
inherent self-interest and dishonesty in humans, further exacerbated by a general distrust in media
narratives. Additionally, this study highlights a significant correlation between distrust in AI and
an unwavering confidence in human judgment, illustrating a dichotomy in trust orientations. This
investigation illuminates the complex dynamics of trust in the era of digital technology, making a
significant contribution to the ongoing discourse on AI’s societal integration and underscoring vital
considerations for future AI development and policymaking.

Keywords: artificial intelligence; trust; motivators for trust; AI perceptions; societal trust in AI;
distrust; AI impact

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

The introduction of new technologies in recent years has considerably altered peo-
ple’s decision-making processes (Rahaman 2023). AI is currently one of the most recent
technologies utilized to make judgements. AI is a branch of computer science that takes
into account linguistics, psychology, philosophy, and other subjects to enable computers
to accomplish activities that would normally need human intelligence (Van Duin and
Bakhshi 2017). AI-powered personalised decision making enables businesses to examine
customer behaviour and develop products and services that are specifically tailored to each
individual customer according to their needs and preferences. Campaign efficacy may be
greatly increased, and sales can be increased by using a personalised strategy powered
by AI (Rahaman 2023). Personalisation has gained popularity as a marketing strategy in
recent years (Unemyr and Wass 2018). Personalisation uses prediction algorithms to give
unique communications that are personalised and optimised for each user (Unemyr and
Wass 2018; Gerlich 2023b). It involves more than just making content, offers, or product
recommendations; it also entails developing user experiences that foster engagement and
increase retention (Gerlich et al. 2023). The person who has the ability to purchase a good
or service that involves AI engagement is the consumer in this scenario. In order to live,
work, and shop differently these days, consumers everywhere are continually adjusting to
new technology, frequently in an effort to lead more economical daily lives (Rogers 2023).
Despite their ignorance, consumers may suddenly find themselves dependent on new tools.
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In addition, users of new technologies, like consumers, depend on them to simplify their
lives and save money and time.

Companies now have almost a continual interaction with customers thanks to the
development of new technologies like AI, which presents several chances to gain the
confidence of customers. Nonetheless, businesses have just as many chances to make a
mistake and lose the trust of customers (Rogers 2023). Though AI-powered personalisation
may enhance and preserve customer trust, it is crucial to address data security and privacy
as well (Morey et al. 2015). Customers’ acceptance of the use of this new technology
depends critically on their level of trust in AI and technology. Customers can control
their personal information that they share online if a company is transparent about how
it collects and uses customer data (Morey et al. 2015). These personalised systems, also
known as decision support systems, may provide suggestions that one may normally find
in conflict with their own perspectives, but such suggestions are, only this time, provided
by a system not a person. However, because people prefer to see technical systems as
social actors, they may build “relationships” with them and feel emotions and attitudes
in the same way they would with other humans. As a result, human trust in a decision
support system (DSS) and its suggestions is as vital to decision making as human guidance
(Madhavan and Wiegmann 2007).

It is important to understand what human–AI trust is, what influences it, and how
much can be improved via empirical research. Because of its diverse and interdisciplinary
nature, as well as its theoretical confusion with other related notions like confidence, dis-
trust, dependence, obedience, and trustworthiness, human trust is a difficult subject to
investigate. As such, designing an experimental technique and selecting suitable metrics
of trust might be difficult. Although there have been a few prior attempts, McKnight
and associates (McKnight et al. 2002a, 2002b) were the most noteworthy. Researchers
proposed that more transparent technology would consistently obtain higher levels of trust
from users, whereas people’s confidence in more sophisticated technology would be more
variable. This study’s hypothesis was confirmed, showing a negative relationship between
technological sophistication and human–computer trust: higher levels of trust were in accor-
dance with more sophisticated technologies, whose functions can range from transparent
to opaque, as opposed to those whose functions are always clear and straightforward.

This research might have several implications for human–AI trust, one of which is that
humans feel more at ease with AI when they comprehend it and believe that its goals and
purposes are clear. In addition to the factors evaluated in the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM), a thorough analysis of the link between human trust and AI necessitates adherence
to the theoretical methodology employed by McKnight and colleagues. We may therefore
concentrate on our understanding of the complex nature of trust with technology as a
whole thanks to this integrative method. The division of trust into four constructs—trusting
beliefs, disposition to trust, institution-based trust, and trusting intentions—as well as
sixteen distinct subconstructs was suggested and verified by McKnight et al. (2002a). This
method examines the situational and intrinsic factors while acknowledging the complexity
of the trust construct. We can distinguish between the discrete components of trust that are
sustained over time by trait-driven factors and those that may be altered by straightforward,
doable actions by looking closely at these components. Prior knowledge of the human trust
domain and its application to this research issue is crucial.

1.2. Research Purpose

The mismatch between knowledge and comprehension might result in an overesti-
mation or underestimation of AI-based technologies in the end by misrepresenting the
factual and practical capabilities of AI. This research seeks to gain a profound understand-
ing of these characteristics and determine their impact on respondents’ overall trust in
AI. A considerable proportion of the population places more faith in AI than in people
(Gerlich 2023a). Consequently, this analysis delves into the reasons behind the trust in
AI, while simultaneously exploring the causes of distrust in humans. Additionally, the
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investigation explores how individuals’ opinions about AI are influenced by their beliefs.
Despite extensive large-scale studies examining public opinions on AI, a significant gap
remains between quantitative results and people’s personal views, attitudes, and beliefs.
Using a mixed-methods approach, this study fills this vacuum by asking participants to
score the biases, misconceptions, hazards, and opportunities around AI and evaluate how
these factors eventually affected their desire to trust and employ the technology.

2. Literature Review

The public’s perceptions of AI so far continue to be divided (Fast and Horvitz 2017).
While some view it as innovative, others are afraid of its black-box aspect and inexplicability
(Kieslich et al. 2022). An increasing interest in AI and AI-based technology is supported
by current studies. The general population also exhibits this curiosity; therefore, it is not
limited to the academic community. In our contemporary Western society, smartphones,
smartwatches, and smart TVs are practically universal, and the tendency is rising. On the
other hand, many contend that the rate at which technology is developing is not in line with
our moral, legal, or social norms (Jobin et al. 2019). In his research, Gerlich (2023a) studied
the perceptions and acceptance of AI at business schools in the UK, USA, Germany, and
Switzerland. The study findings showed that a large number of participants seem to trust
AI more than humans. Similar tendencies were shown by a study on virtual influencers
(Gerlich 2023b).

In another study, high school students’ opinions on AI were examined and the extent of
their cynical animosity towards technology was gauged (Bochniarz et al. 2022). According
to the findings, participants thought that AI was more hostile and mistrusted it more as it
was seen as a danger or as subjective, meaning it was controlled by emotions. Data on the
public perception of AI from eight nations were gathered by Kelley and colleagues (2021) in
a large-scale survey with over 10,000 participants. The researchers split up the respondents
into four groups for their investigation. These four groups reflected different perspectives
on AI: (1) excitation; (2) worry; (3) usefulness; and (4) futuristic views of its advancement.
Just 12% of the responses were categorised as useful, while about 23% of the respondents
were classified as having troubling sentiments. Approximately 35% of the participants did
not fit into any of the four sentiment categories. These figures imply that people are more
concerned about the dangers with AI than they are with its potential. Studies showing
people’s fear of losing their jobs, privacy concerns, or moral conundrums (Dietterich and
Horvitz 2015; Kieslich et al. 2022) corroborate this. A second study that concentrated on
medical AI discovered that individuals erroneously believe that some AI technologies are
currently in use while, in reality, they are not, and they also rely on their understanding of
false information that is frequently presented by the media (Stai et al. 2020). Because of this
mismatch between knowledge and comprehension, the factual and practical capabilities of
AI may ultimately be misrepresented, leading to an overestimation or underestimation of
AI-based technologies. This research aims to acquire a more profound comprehension of
these attributes and ascertain their impact on the participants’ overall trust in AI.

2.1. Effects of AI Trust

In the study of Yang and Wibowo (2022), it was observed that people are willing to
trust emerging technologies like AI in different stages. People’s faith in AI is founded
on their belief that it is reliable and works consistently. The durability of this confidence
over time depends on how much the AI service provider can be trusted or relied upon.
User trust in AI reaches its uppermost level when users have faith in the technology and
intend to continue depending on it (Yang and Wibowo 2022). This conforms to Bedué and
Fritzsche’s (2021) claim that compliance, standards, and social norms are not sufficient as a
wider environment also has to be taken into account.

Recently, the European Commission’s High Level Expert Group on AI (HLEG 2020,
p. 35) stated that a relationship of trust is possible and has to be developed with AI by
working in building its trustworthiness. People’s anxiety about the opinions of friends,
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family members, and others regarding their own conduct has an impact on their decision-
making abilities and trusting capacity (Mostafa and Kasamani 2021). In the same vein,
Ryan (2020) disagrees with the notion of trusting AI by stating that AI does not have the
capability to build trust, due to several reasons. Trust is one of the core defining features of
human relationships. Rather, AI has built a form of reliance on its capabilities rather than
trust as the latter is built on emotive states and it cannot be held responsible for its actions.
He further states that this dependency on AI cannot be viewed as trust, as it dilutes the
value one places on interpersonal trust between humans and therefore undermines the
value of responsibility one develops for building the trust (Ryan 2020).

Lastly, user-related factors such as personality types and past experiences with tech-
nology including AI as well as preconceived ideas about AI affect trust in it (Yang and
Wibowo 2022). Trust based on these traits allows for affirmative cognitive–behavioural
benefits that can be realised by users (Yang and Wibowo 2022).

2.2. Agreement on AI

Customers may have to make trade-offs while utilising AI-enabled services, according
to research by Ameen et al. (2021). This study further stated that some of these trade-
offs may involve a loss of privacy, a decrease in human interaction, a loss of control,
the requirement for more time, and the possibility of negative feelings that could make
people feel worse about AI-enabled services. According to Wang et al. (2019), trust
between customers and retailers strengthens the relationship commitment between them.
This commitment is fundamental to the success of any relationship between humans
and automation systems like AI (Hengstler et al. 2016). But for this, privacy is a critical
component about which apprehensions may arise within customers about their data and
their usage and control (Wang et al. 2019). However, Prakash et al. (2023) highlighted the
fact that some criteria are critical for predicting trust in the context of AI. According to
their findings, the most important factor in determining trust is ease of use. Customers are
more likely to adopt new technologies that are easy to understand, such as AI (Mostafa
and Kasamani 2021). Multiple studies have shown that two levels of trust exist when
using technology-mediated services—trust in the technology itself (Hengstler et al. 2016;
Siau and Wang 2018) and trust in the firm behind the technology which encompasses the
process in which data are collected and how the purpose of the technology is communicated
(Nienaber and Schewe 2014). According to Hengstler et al. (2016), when AI is implemented
in the service industry, its purpose should be communicated early on when the knowledge
levels are low. By communicating effectively and proactively, the brand can increase the
chances of it (the technology) being accepted by the society at large. Studies in the past
have also corroborated that the more customers that understand the brand, the more likely
they are to build a relationship with it in the long term (Keiningham et al. 2017). Bedué
and Fritzsche’s (2021) findings elaborated that enhancing consumers’ understanding of AI
is crucial for cultivating a higher level of trust. This might be accomplished by educating
clients about artificial intelligence by explaining algorithmic results.

The next factors are social presence, perceived benefit, and proclivity to trust technol-
ogy (Prakash et al. 2023).

2.3. Integrity and AI

Transparency is one of the problems with AI that Bedué and Fritzsche (2021) claim
their research has demonstrated. As with every technology, transparency is crucial, but with
AI, it has been demonstrated to be much more so. This is because it directly affects people’s
confidence in AI. The same study by Bedué and Fritzsche (2021) makes it abundantly
evident that ensuring data and application integrity alone will not suffice to win confidence
in the context of AI. Ryan (2020) questions the capacity of AI to build trust as it is merely
used to help make decisions and is setup by multi-agent systems where it is not known
who makes the decisions. This view was previously highlighted by Bryson (2018) as he
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states that AI is merely a software development technique which should only increase the
trustworthiness of its founding institution and not in itself.

Additionally, the research conducted by Prakash et al. (2023) broadens our knowledge
by demonstrating that conversational cues and social qualities are critical to the perception
of and trust in AI. It will be possible for it to develop into a trustworthy belief by forming
these positive individual perceptions (Prakash et al. 2023). According to earlier studies,
speaking with a person is often seen as carrying a higher risk to a consumer’s privacy
than using an AI service (Song et al. 2022). Customers believe that people are driven by
subjective interests to maintain their privacy. This is not always the case, though. More
interpersonal connections are necessary for certain customers than for others. According
to Wang et al. (2019), trust between customers and retailers strengthens the relationship
commitment between them. This commitment is fundamental to the success of any relation-
ship between humans and automation systems like AI (Hengstler et al. 2016). But for this,
privacy is a critical component about which apprehensions may arise within customers
about their data and their usage and control (Wang et al. 2019). A consumer’s likelihood
of trust and perceived danger is increased and their awareness of how computer agents
might keep their created data may increase with more familiarity with computer agents
(Song et al. 2022). It is critical that clients realise they are using a secure information system
as a consequence. Regardless of whether the service is supplied by a person or an AI
system, all customer service personnel must respect their privacy (Song et al. 2022).

2.4. Ethics and AI

Technological advancements are rapidly advancing, such as autonomous agents and
the growing quantity of data available, yet ethical concerns have also surfaced in tandem
with the advancements (Klockmann et al. 2022). It is important to remember that ethics
in AI and personalization should not be viewed as a hindrance or a problem, but rather
as something that will expand responsibility, action, and autonomy. The development
of morally sound computers has been the subject of a much earlier study; yet, people’s
reactions to these machines appear to be less concerned with moral behaviour when
engaging with technology (Giroux et al. 2022). Consumers have questioned the lack of
human interactions that might result in problematic moral acts, notwithstanding the fact
that some firms employ AI irresponsibly. With AI-based services or services that have AI as
enablers, non-monetary sacrifices are also often made which include the absence of human
interaction, which may lead to social isolation, which can influence customer experience
(Davenport et al. 2020). They can be viewed as a loss of human control (Murphy 2017) due
to the need for more personal data, to operate seamlessly, and the high level of coordination
in the social context (Christakis 2019). It was discovered that although people apply social
principles to machines, the degree of social and moral norms is not as strong as when
humans engage with one another. This contributes to the notion that computers operate
as social agents (Giroux et al. 2022). Their study demonstrated that customers’ moral
motivations to disclose faults are strengthened when they regard AI as being more human.

2.5. AI Customisation

In AI personalisation, the seamless delivery of tailored experiences to clients is rev-
olutionary (Fan et al. 2022). Viewing it from a different perspective, when the users are
familiar with the position of AI in the personalisation process, they are provided with
highly recommended materials. However, by using natural language and technology to em-
phasise services that help people, AI may provide information more quickly and accurately
(Brill et al. 2019; Baabdullah et al. 2022). Because the end user is supplied with personalised
material based on their consumption behaviour, the integration of customer personalisation
and customisation is seen as a successful way towards enhancing the full suite of products
(Pappas et al. 2017). Using the individual’s profile, products and service offerings are made
to be individual-focused (Zanker et al. 2019) because AI algorithms decide the why, when,
what, and how of approaching the customers (Zanker et al. 2019). Both AI and machine
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learning enhance the brand’s image and delivery of services using customer profiling tools
(O’Riordan 2019). According to Lambillotte et al. (2022), personalised content may provide
for subjective and enjoyable customer experiences, whereas generic or non-personalised
information can result in what can be described as a factory-like experience devoid of a
subjective element. Furthermore, it has also been proven that personalised content helps
ensure that visitors stay longer than necessary and eventually buy that specific product
according to the visitor’s needs. It is the outcome of the latest technology that makes hu-
man judgements through the amalgamation of AI and consumer judgment that are based
on consumer data to find patterns and make judgements (Klaus and Zaichkowsky 2020).
Thus, with modern technology today, businesses can use consumer personalisation that
offers a more individualised experience and is both perceived and, in reality, personalised
as stated by Lambillotte et al. (2022). But recent regulatory measures such as the EU’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) have brought to light the need for discussion
on the ethical aspects of AI and the levels of transparency needed to show algorithm-based
decision making. The level of compliance needed to meet these regulatory requirements is
a challenge for industries and brands that are reliant on personalisation.

There may be some differences between the real and the perceived qualities of cus-
tomisation. Such a situation may occur, for example, if a message that was originally
made personally is interpreted as generalised or non-personalised; it may also occur in
the opposite way. As the content progresses, it sometimes becomes interpreted differently
when presented at different times, through different channels and in different forms; thus,
customer customisation can also mean several things (Li 2016). For instance, the mes-
sage sent through social mass media might be perceived differently from the same one
delivered through e-mail. Therefore, firms have to take into consideration the contextual
situation and what distribution channel they will employ during consumer customisation
strategy development.

2.6. Trust in AI Customisation

While new forms of customised features and AI-enabled services are born, the user’s
experience is compromised and often sacrificed. Butt et al.’s (2021) research supports the
fact that consumer opinion is initially apprehensive of the benefits that the AI-enabled
services bring with them, but eventually, they are more willing to adopt new technology
that will improve the quality of their lives. It has also been demonstrated that optimism
increases with increasing use of AI-integrated services. They include human-centricity
(Butt et al. 2021) and human-likeness characteristics because they can have a strong influ-
ence on customer tendencies to adopt the services enabled by A.I. Such organisations can
end up developing better AI-based services than those performing poorly. It has to satisfy
the demands and desires of the end users by taking their perspectives into consideration. It
is necessary to consider the benefits of AI and its attainment of rational optimisation tools
to enhance efficacity, team building, and client desires (Xu et al. 2020). However, it may be
different for different businesses and the way the clients see AI.

Trust is a key factor in the acceptance of AI. An important factor that should be
considered in order to help improve the overall customer experience is trust from the
customer base. Nagy and Hajdú (2021) emphasised that if this trust is not upheld, internet
traffic will decline. If the AI-enabled service is personalised in terms of the user interface,
content, and interaction process, then it is crucial that customers see it as trustworthy and
safe and that the sacrifices they plan to make feel less burdensome (Ameen et al. 2021).
Since customer trust plays a key part in the consumer experience, it is imperative to
consider it while delivering AI-enabled services and AI personalisation (Ameen et al. 2021;
Nagy and Hajdú 2021). Highly personalised experiences can make customers feel like they
are sacrificing (data privacy, control, etc.) a lot. As per the study by Ameen et al. (2021)
on the AI-based shopping experiences of people, people sacrifice a lot in terms of loss of
human interaction, privacy, time consumption, and loss over data control due to AI-enabled
services. But on the contrary, this study also showed how trust is built between AI and
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customers as it provides high-quality services that are personalised and delivered at their
convenience (Ameen et al. 2021). In order to provide customer assistance, the business
must be open and honest about how it uses customer data analysis, since this also has an
impact on the consumer’s convenience and level of service (Ameen et al. 2021).

According to Zerilli et al. (2022), trust is a subjective attitude that permits individuals
to make risky actions. Customers that have faith in technology are able to believe that using
a device would provide the desired result, such as effectively navigating to a restaurant by
using Google Maps to receive directions (Chang et al. 2017). Trust is a critical component
in forecasting user behaviour in technology adoption models. Extending the TAM model,
Choung et al. (2022) found that trust positively predicts PU. Further research discovered
that the greatest indicator of behavioural intents to use AI for iris scanning was trust, which
lessened the effect of PU (Miltgen et al. 2013). Therefore, a crucial element in the adoption
of AI is trust in the technology provider and AI itself. Using these studies as a base, the
questionnaire was designed to capture the responses from respondents at multiple facets.
This is further explained in the next section.

3. Materials and Methods

Based on earlier research (Gerlich 2023a), this study examined why and for what
reasons the majority of participants, from the UK, trust AI above humans. Given the dearth
of prior research, an inductive approach and an exploratory study were decided to be the
most suitable for the desired research.

In this study, the researcher’s aim was to delve into gaining a deeper understanding
of customer trust in personalised AI services, to identify themes and patterns that can help
build a conceptual framework on trust and AI. As no theoretical framework was employed
in this study, an inductive approach was chosen. By employing research-based insights, it
was assumed that a comprehensive understanding of consumers’ opinions can be gained
(Bell et al. 2019). Furthermore, inputs from the customers will give an insight into the
social reality surrounding the participants (Bell et al. 2019). An inductive approach was
chosen for this study so that researchers gain deeper knowledge of consumer behaviour to
enable them to derive conclusions from actual data, instead of relying only on pre-existing
conceptions (Hackett 2016).

To conduct the data analysis, a hybrid method was utilised involving multiple steps.
The first step involved designing a questionnaire that is designed to understand multiple
facets of trust, such as psychological, social, and technical components. This questionnaire
also collected demographic data including age, gender, education, and income. The
questionnaire was designed to investigate the nuances of trust in AI, particularly in the
context of experiences with standard computing tools, perceptions of neutrality and bias,
as well as the influence of marketing, influencers, and political discourse. This widened
questionnaire-based approach has many advantages:

1. A variety of opinions from all parties involved, along with their underlying assump-
tions and influences, were gathered. Such diverse data transformed this method
significantly, making it distinctive. This was also crucial in understanding faith as
well as scepticism about AI.

2. Engaging a broader range of participants guaranteed that the research was never con-
ducted just as a means of direct connection with AI, but also as a means of influencing
participants’ opinions through advertisements, societal beliefs, and personal values.

3. The questionnaire’s extensive range of questions enabled the identification of multiple
themes. A larger sample size made it possible to determine the degree to which
different groups trust AI. These models may be examined using a variety of vari-
ables, including age, education level, cultural background, and prior experience
with technology.

4. The flexibility of comparison research is another benefit of this method. The range
of those who expressed trust spanned from total atheists to strong proponents of AI.
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This kind of study can help in understanding why certain groups or people seem to
trust AI more than others.

5. This method also gives the option of maximising the generalisation of data across
groups by increasing the sample size. These initiatives are particularly crucial for
research aiming to understand public attitudes and opinions. While the research
may possibly focus just on those who trust AI to understand their unique motiva-
tors, integrating the broader public will give a more thorough insight into society’s
perceptions of AI, including why some people may be hesitant to believe it. This
comprehensive approach is critical for gaining a holistic understanding of public
confidence in AI technology.

In analysing views and trust in AI, this study naturally focused on those who have
strong feelings about AI. The nature of convenience and voluntary sampling, which is
sometimes criticised for recruiting people at opposite extremes of the opinion spectrum, is
especially useful in this situation. As observed by Etikan et al. (2016), convenience sampling
is useful for studying certain features or viewpoints within a community, particularly when
these qualities are not equally distributed.

Furthermore, the argument that such sampling methods may not provide a represen-
tative cross-section of the broader population (Bryman 2012) is less relevant in this scenario.
The goal here is not to generalise to the entire population but rather to obtain a better
understanding of the motivators and deterrents of faith in AI among people who have
developed differing perspectives. For this, strong opinions are more than just statistical
outliers; they are important to the prime objective of the study. Bryman (2012) agrees
that, while convenience sampling has drawbacks in terms of representativeness, it delivers
useful insights when investigating specific, well-defined phenomena.

This method is consistent with this research’s exploratory nature since it tries to dive
into the complexities of trust in AI, a topic where neutrality or indifference is less illumi-
nating than definite viewpoints. As a result, collecting strong opinions, good or negative,
becomes critical. This methodological decision is backed by the work of Etikan et al. (2016),
who argue that when a study focuses on certain attitudes or views, the benefits of conve-
nience sampling in reaching these specific sectors of the population exceed its constraints.
While admitting the inherent flaws of convenience and voluntary sampling, this study
uses these biases to its advantage by explicitly targeting individuals with well-defined
views on AI. This methodological option allows for a more concentrated investigation into
the underlying causes of trust in AI, which contributes greatly to our knowledge of this
complicated and multifaceted problem.

3.1. Sampling

For this study, non-probability sampling, specifically purposive sampling combined
with voluntary sampling, is applied. Purposive sampling involves selecting a sample
based on the judgment of the researcher, aiming to include participants who are deemed
representative of a larger group—in this case, the academic environment of business schools.
Purposive sampling allows the researcher to focus on specific characteristics of a population
that are pertinent to the research question. For example, selecting business schools as the
setting and including both students and faculty ensure that the sample reflects a diversity
of perspectives within the academic community as well ensures a high probability that
the participants have working experience with AI, which is essential for this study. While
voluntary sampling often faces criticism due to its susceptibility to self-selection bias, where
only individuals with a strong interest in the topic—representing either extreme enthusiasm
or significant disapproval— typically choose to participate, this characteristic does not
detract from the research objectives in this case. Rather, it aligns closely with the study’s
purpose, which explicitly focuses on individuals who possess direct experience with the
subject matter. This experience is fundamental to the research questions being addressed,
as it ensures that the responses reflect the insights of those who are most engaged with
and affected by the topic under investigation. Consequently, the utilisation of voluntary
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sampling in this context not only facilitates the collection of pertinent data but also enhances
the depth and relevance of the findings by focusing on a segment of the population that is
intrinsically motivated to provide meaningful and informed responses.

This approach, while useful in exploratory phases of research where specific popula-
tions are of interest, does not allow for generalisations to the wider population with the
same degree of confidence as probability sampling methods, where each member of the
population has a known chance of being selected. This should be considered when inter-
preting the research findings, especially in terms of their applicability and transferability to
other contexts.

3.2. Participant Selection

In November 2023, the survey questionnaire poll was distributed to nearly 1000 par-
ticipants in the UK. The participants were students and faculty members from five UK
business schools. The sample of business school members was chosen as their probability
of interaction with AI is high (Gerlich 2023a). Those interested in the study were given
further information and were guaranteed data protection and sought consent. Only partici-
pants with a valid university/business school email account received access to the survey
platform (https://www.surveyhero.com/, accessed on 26 February 2024).

3.3. Data Collection

A total of 894 replies were received, of which 451 were genuine (all questions an-
swered). The survey included 33 questions, out of which 10 were open questions and 23 were
closed with a 6-step Likert scale response system.

3.4. Model

The participant survey data collected were analysed using the structural equation
modelling (SEM) approach. SEM is a statistical technique for evaluating structural models
with latent variables (Meyers et al. 2013). It may be used to analyse two different types
of models: measurement models and structural models. The measuring model assesses
how well the observed relationships between variables match the predicted associations,
whereas Meyers et al. (2013) stated that the SEM model can be implemented independently
of the measurement model. It may be useful to describe the hypothesised model if the data
from the observed and hypothesised models’ match. The main emphasis of this work was
the structural model; therefore, SEM was chosen for this study and was used to assess the
current study’s hypothesis. Additionally, several correlation analyses were conducted to
identify important interdependencies between certain variables.

3.5. Explanation of Factors

As previously discussed, research shows that, while AI is now better at predicting
outcomes than humans (e.g., weather reports, decision options), there are still cases where
people prefer humans to make forecasts and predictions, a phenomenon known as algo-
rithm aversion as was explained by Dietvorst et al. (2015). Another line of study found
that individuals rely more on algorithm-driven AI than human guidance, i.e., algorithm
appreciation (Helberger et al. 2020; Araujo et al. 2020; Logg et al. 2019). Such algorithmic
appreciation may be driven by machine heuristics (Sundar and Kim 2019), but other vari-
ables may contribute to these positive evaluations. Among the many aspects that may
influence consumers’ perceptions of AI adoption, recent studies have expressed an interest
in the function of explainability. Recently, researchers have begun to investigate if and
how explainability and the external environment surrounding AI might impact percep-
tions of justice, trust, and acceptance of AI choices. Thus, discussing the decision-making
process increases transparency, which might result in varying opinions of subjective justice.
Nonetheless, it is unclear how these views would emerge in the sphere of education, and
if algorithmic appreciation can be anticipated if an algorithm takes over human activities
such as test marking. Until recently, few studies have evaluated the potential role of AI

https://www.surveyhero.com/
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in education (Chen et al. 2020; Murphy 2017), but they mostly sketch and hypothesise on
what AI may provide for future education. It is uncertain whether algorithmic decision
makers are seen to be on par with or even more fair than humans, and whether these
judgements are impacted by machine heuristics and explanations. To dive deeper into
these perceptions, the elements that shape them were investigated. An illustrated model of
the elements that influence these impressions is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. SEM framework.

Using these categories as the basis, a set of 33 questions was developed. These
questions were framed to address the respective categories. A total of 20 such quantitative
questions were assessed on the Likert scale of 6. Totals of 3 demographic questions and
10 qualitative questions were also included in the questionnaire. These questions were
an attempt to measure the AI-related impact and perception development among people.
These questions touch upon multiple subfactors that contribute directly to the main factors
like messaging that have an impact on perception development. In the wake of this
argument, messaging is the main factor but the subfactors or the mediums that contribute
to that factor are messaging by marketing teams, content shared by influencers, and what
the politicians (main people within the society) and the management speak about the
product or service. Gauging the impact of these subfactors leads to an assessment of the
messaging impact. Similarly, other questions were designed and are tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Factor categorisation.

Main Factor Perception Experiences Messaging Data Analytics

Subfactor 1 Quality of Life Personal
Experiences Marketing Tools

Subfactor 2 Positive Impact Media Influencers Data

Subfactor 3 Decision
Approach Misuse Political Objectivity

Subfactor 4 Potential Ethical Office bearers Biases

Subfactor 5 Futuristic Cultural
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Please refer to Appendix A for the detailed questionnaire. The entire analysis was
designed around the responses to the subfactors that contribute to the main factors that
help in gauging the perception.

4. Results and Discussion

This study intended to respond to the variables that establish a trust factor of AI for
its further adoption in society. To test the hypotheses and solve the research question (what
are the motivators for trust in AI and distrust in humans), a between-subject experiment
was carried out using two decision makers (human and AI) and three components (expla-
nation: messaging, experiences, and analytics). A total of 451 individuals (50.8% female,
49.2% male) were selected from a pool of over 800 respondents based on survey question-
naire completion. Participants were 18 years old or older, with nearly equal percentages
of responders in each age category. Similarly, there was practically an equal distribution
of education levels among participants, ranging from high school to doctorate, with the
highest being vocationally trained and bachelor’s-educated respondents. Based on the
responses, it may be reasonably assumed that there is no skewness in the data collection
based on demographic characteristics.

The next step in the methodology was to perform an SEM analysis wherein the above-
mentioned relational reference between the factors was used. In our study, it has been
assumed that the creation of positive perception leads to the development of trust amongst
the individuals around AI, and this study is based around the same assumption.

Using GSCA software (ver. 1.2.1), SEM was carried out on the entire data set as
detailed in the methodology section. The following are the test results:

H0. The proposed model fits the data well, and a number of variables have a direct bearing on
people’s degree of confidence in AI.

H1. The degree of confidence in AI technology is not affected by a variety of circumstances, and the
proposed model is not a suitable fit.

The amount of variation across all variables (indicators and components) that a
given model specification can account for is referred to as FIT. FIT values (Table 2) range
from 0 to 1, similar to R squared in linear regression. This number increases with the vari-
ance in the variables accounted for by the stated model. For example, FIT = 0.50 means
that the model accounts for half of the variation in all variables. There are no uniform FIT
criteria for evaluating a good fit. As a result, this parameter alone is insufficient to draw
conclusions about the model’s quality of fit; but, when paired with mean squared residuals,
it can give a definite answer on the goodness of fit of the model.

Table 2. Model fitness.

FIT GFI SRMR

0.655 0.972 0.115

The SRMR (standardised root-mean-squared residual) and GFI (goodness-of-fit indica-
tor) are proportional to the difference between the sample covariances and the covariances
reproduced by the GSCA parameter estimations. According to the current study, the GFI
and SRMR cutoff criteria in GSCA should be used as a general guideline (Cho et al. 2020).

When the sample size is 100, a GFI of 0.89 or higher and an SRMR of less than 1.4 indicate
a satisfactory match. While either index can be used to assess model fit, the SRMR with the
previously specified cutoff value may be chosen above the GFI with the proposed cutoff
value. Furthermore, a GFI cutoff value of less than 85 may still indicate a solid match if the
SRMR is less than 0.9.
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When the sample size reaches 100, a GFI better than 0.93 and an SRMR less than 1.2 indicate
a good fit. In this case, there is no preference for utilising a combination of the indexes over
using each one alone, or for using one index over another. The recommended cutoff values
for each indicator can be used separately to assess the model’s fit.

Based on the outcome of the parametric values, it can be safely stated that the subfac-
tors contributing to each main factor are a good fit to define the factor, and the relational
model that has been used for the study is a good fit for the purpose of analysis. In simpler
terms, it can be stated that the factors of messaging, experiences, and use of data analytics
help in developing the perception around the AI which in turn helps in creating trust
in AI depending on whether the perception is positive or negative. Therefore, the null
hypothesis is accepted. In our case, the factors of experiences and the use of data analytics
help in developing a positive perception; thus, aiding in trust while messaging by various
stakeholders is taken as detrimental to positive perception, thereby reducing the trust factor.
Similar inferences can be validated using correlation analysis.

As seen from the correlation analysis (Table 3), experiences and analytics have a
positive impact on the perception towards AI, whereas messaging has a negative impact.
Reading it with the questions around the biasedness of humans and objectivity of the
machines, it can be inferred that people feel an element of biasedness and discretion in the
messages conveyed by various parties. These discretions can be motivated by economic,
financial, personal, or environmental reasons. Therefore, consumers would like to have an
unbiased opinion or decision which can be given by AI. This observation is further validated
by the subjective question of why AI is trustworthy, to which respondents responded with
the following answers:

■ As a machine, it has no interest (41% of responses);
■ It can neutrally evaluate situations (61% of responses);
■ AI will be smarter than humans (38% of responses);
■ It combines all the knowledge and is not like individual humans who use their

knowledge only partially and that too much for their benefit (21% of responses).

Table 3. Correlation factors.

Perception Experiential Messaging Analytics

Perception 1 0.782 −0.911 0.96

Experiential 0.782 1 −0.849 0.826

Messaging −0.911 −0.849 1 −0.964

Analytics 0.96 0.826 −0.964 1

When asked about the factors that contribute to the trustworthiness of AI, the neutral
and logical approach was the second-best answer after the depth of knowledge used by AI.

When a straightforward question was asked, “What are the main reasons for your mis-
trust in human statements?”, the majority of responses mentioned reasons like the following:

■ Humans have self-interest that they prioritise (49% of responses);
■ Humans lie most of the time (37% of responses);
■ One cannot trust media anymore (52% responses).
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Further, the analysis of “respondents trust AI more that humans” (Figure 2) revealed
that the majority (67%) overall trust AI more than humans (33%).
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The Bayesian Binomial Test (Table 4) confirms the trust levels.

Table 4. Bayesian Binomial Test.

Level Counts Total Proportion BF10

Trust more AI than Humans 1 106 451 0.235 4.568 × 1027

2 198 451 0.439 1.687
5 17 451 0.038 4.699 × 10102

6 130 451 0.288 7.229 × 1016

Note. Proportions tested against value of 0.5. The shape of the prior distribution under the alternative hypothesis
is specified by Beta(1, 1).

Bayesian Binomial Test Interpretation:

Trust Level 1 (Full Trust in AI)

1. Proportion: 0.235 indicates that 23.5% of the participants have a full level of trust in
AI over humans.

2. BF10: 4.568 × 1027 suggests extremely strong evidence against the null hypothesis (that
the true proportion is 0.5). This indicates that the level of full trust is significantly less
than the neutral expectation but notably strong among certain segments of the sample.

Trust Level 2 (High Trust in AI)

3. Proportion: 0.439, where 43.9% of respondents show high trust in AI.
4. BF10: 1.687 provides moderate evidence against the null hypothesis. This value

indicates that high trust in AI, while not reaching the neutral expectation of 0.5, is
relatively substantial.

Trust Level 5 (Low Trust in AI)

5. Proportion: 0.038, only 3.8% of participants display a low level of trust in AI.
6. BF10: 4.699 × 10102 provides extraordinarily strong evidence against the null hy-

pothesis. This extremely high Bayes factor indicates that very few respondents have
low trust in AI, which is significantly below what would be expected if opinions
were neutral.

Trust Level 6 (No Trust in AI)

7. Proportion: 0.288 indicates that 28.8% of respondents have no trust in AI at all.
8. BF10: 7.229 × 1016 suggests very strong evidence against the null hypothesis. This

indicates that a significant minority of the population explicitly distrusts AI compared
to humans, more than expected under a neutral scenario.

The Bayesian analysis reveals substantial deviations from neutral trust in AI. The
proportions at each trust level are significantly different from 0.5, indicating that attitudes
towards AI are polarised. Most notably, a considerable number of respondents either fully
trust or have high trust in AI (levels 1 and 2), suggesting a positive disposition towards
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AI among a majority of the sample. Conversely, a significant minority exhibits no trust
(level 6), with very few respondents falling into the low-trust category (level 5).

These findings suggest that while there is a significant inclination towards trusting AI
among the surveyed population, there remains a notable segment that holds no trust at all,
highlighting critical areas for further exploration into the underlying reasons for distrust or
conditional trust in AI. This polarised trust distribution could have implications for the
adoption and integration of AI technologies in contexts where trust is a pivotal factor.

When further analysing the correlation between trust in AI and distrust in humans
(Table 5), we notice an extreme correlation between the two variables. This means that
participants who trust AI also distrust humans and vice versa.

Table 5. Pearson’s correlation between trust in AI and distrust in humans.

Pearson’s Correlations

Variable Trust AI Distrust Human

1. Trust AI Pearson’s r —
p-value —

2. Distrust Human Pearson’s r 0.960 —
p-value <0.001 —

The findings from this study suggest that consumers perceive artificial intelligence (AI)
as a preferable alternative to human discretion and influence, which are often perceived as
motivated by self-interest. This inference draws significantly on the patterns observed in
the collected responses, which elucidate the underlying reasons for this trust in technology.

Firstly, the study indicates that individuals tend to trust AI more than humans due
to their belief in the inherent impartiality of technology. Unlike humans, technology is
not driven by personal interests, which appears to resonate with users based on their
prior experiences with technological applications. This trust is further bolstered by the
perception that technology operates on an objective basis, devoid of personal biases.

Secondly, the distrust in humans is accentuated by the scepticism towards politicians,
public figures, and statements made on social media platforms, which are frequently
considered unreliable. The common perception is that such communications are often
tainted by personal agendas, whether to sell a product or to manipulate public opinion for
personal gain.

Moreover, this research highlights that positive experiences with technology enhance
the overall perception of AI-related decision making. The data-driven nature of AI, coupled
with its capacity to make decisions based on analytics rather than emotion or personal
interest, engenders a higher level of trust. This objectivity is viewed as contributing to
a more reliable decision-making process, which in turn fosters greater confidence in AI
systems over traditional human-driven methods.

While it is acknowledged that negative experiences, such as encounters with fraud
or the misuse of technology, can adversely affect perceptions of AI, these incidents have
been systematically incorporated into the overall evaluation framework through the use of
the questionnaire. This methodological approach allows for a balanced assessment of AI,
taking into account both its advantages and potential pitfalls.

5. Conclusions

Artificial intelligence is increasingly becoming a staple in everyday life and the work-
place, driving continuous innovation that is reshaping how work is performed and services
are delivered. Technologies like ChatGPT and other generative AI platforms are exerting a
substantial impact across various industries, prompting increased investment due to the
significant benefits they offer to individuals, companies, and society at large. Organisa-
tions deploy AI for myriad purposes, including enhancing predictive accuracy, optimising
products and services, fostering innovation, improving productivity and efficiency, and
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reducing costs. However, the deployment of AI is not without risks and challenges, central
among which is the issue of trust in the reliability of AI systems, which are fundamentally
composed of data, algorithms, and software applications. For AI to be widely adopted
across diverse industries and service sectors, and for its benefits to be fully realised, gaining
universal acceptance and trust is imperative.

In this article, we explore perceptions, attitudes, and trust towards AI among peo-
ple in the UK. We collected valid data from 451 participants across five business schools,
employing a mixed-methods approach to capture diverse user themes and patterns. This
empirical study also delves into participants’ optimism towards technology, encompassing
biases, misconceptions, risks, opportunities concerning AI, and their confidence in navi-
gating uncertain environments. Despite extensive research into public perceptions of AI,
individual attitudes and viewpoints have often been overlooked due to concerns about
the generalisability of findings. Nevertheless, these individual perceptions are crucial for
understanding technology adoption, particularly when it involves innovative solutions
like AI.

Our findings reveal that the majority of participants, who are generally well educated
and frequently interact with AI, report predominantly positive experiences with AI services.
These positive interactions significantly contribute to their trust in AI, which they associate
with the reliability and neutrality historically linked to computer technology. Participants
expressed a strong belief that technology operates without self-interest—unlike humans,
who may be biased and therefore less trustworthy.

Another significant insight from this study is that customised or tailored content
enhances trust in AI, as the material produced meets user expectations. This trust extends
beyond the service and its usability to the perceived benefits of AI personalisation chosen
by the users. The data also suggest that customer scepticism towards AI customisation
stems from various challenges, including previous negative experiences that have fostered
mistrust towards human influencers. Influencers, social media users, and public figures
often appear to mislead, lie, and prioritise their own interests. This widespread distrust
extends to politicians and public figures whose statements on social media are generally
viewed with suspicion, as individuals frequently manipulate information to further their
agendas or sell products. This has heightened general concerns about the integrity of
human-driven communication channels. On social media, users often consume information
passively without critical analysis, leading to an overconsumption of potentially false or
misleading content. Consequently, the reliability of information from public authorities
and the media has become increasingly critical, yet increasingly doubted.

This study also highlights a significant shift among the population towards technology
as a more trustworthy alternative, given their disenchantment with traditional human-
driven information sources, except for close personal relationships like friends and family.
AI is favoured for its ability to circumvent human arbitrariness and self-centeredness,
offering fair and impartial decision making. However, factors such as AI personalisation
accuracy, data integrity, and cybersecurity are critical and can negatively impact trust levels.

While the benefits of AI are clear, they cannot be universally applied to satisfy the
objectives and desires of all stakeholders, including businesses, influencers, and politicians,
who often have financial interests at stake. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to suggest that
businesses might leverage AI to enhance their revenues by controlling the messaging
and underlying algorithms. Furthermore, the future of AI also raises concerns among
consumers, particularly regarding job security, which influences their willingness to engage
with AI services. Security concerns regarding the processing of their data and other
associated risks make consumers cautious. Addressing these concerns is essential as we
continue to expand the integration of AI in various sectors.

The research findings elucidate significant implications for businesses and society
at large, underscoring the transformative potential of AI in reshaping interactions and
trust dynamics. For businesses, the enhanced trust in AI, spurred by positive experiences
and the perception of AI’s impartiality, suggests an opportunity to integrate AI solutions
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more deeply into operational and customer service strategies. This can lead to improved
efficiency, heightened innovation, and a competitive edge in markets where trust equates
to consumer loyalty and brand strength. Moreover, the demand for personalised AI-driven
services indicates a shift in consumer expectations, which businesses can leverage to deliver
more tailored and engaging user experiences, thereby increasing customer satisfaction and
retention. The increased use of virtual influencers seems to also be advisable.

On a societal level, the findings highlight a growing reliance on technology as a
more trustworthy alternative to traditional human-driven information sources, which
are often perceived as biased or self-interested. This trust in technology could lead to a
greater acceptance of AI in critical decision-making roles within public and private sectors,
potentially enhancing transparency and fairness in processes typically vulnerable to human
error or corruption. However, the concerns about job security and data privacy associated
with AI adoption also call for robust ethical frameworks and regulatory measures to ensure
that the integration of AI technologies protects individuals’ interests and promotes a fair
and equitable society. Thus, this research underscores the need for a balanced approach to
AI implementation, one that maximises its benefits while addressing the ethical, legal, and
social challenges it poses.
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Appendix A

The questionnaire and the variables it represents:
Demographics

1. What is your age?

• 18–24
• 25–34
• 35–44
• 45–54
• 55–64
• Above 64

2. What is your gender?

• Female
• Male
• Other (specify)

3. What is your education?

• High school (freshmen)
• Trade/vocational/technical
• Bachelors
• Masters
• Doctorate

4. General Trust in Technology:

• How much do you trust technology to improve your quality of life? (1 = No trust
at all, 6 = Complete trust)

• To what extent do you believe technology has a positive impact on society?
(1 = Strongly disagree, 6 = Strongly agree)
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5. Specific Trust in AI:

• What aspects of AI do you find most trustworthy? (Open-ended)
• Rate your trust in AI to make decisions without human intervention. (1 = No

trust at all, 6 = Complete trust)

6. Comparative Trust (AI vs. Humans):

• In what situations do you trust AI more than human judgment? (Open-ended)
• Do you perceive AI as more objective than human decision-making? (1 = Strongly

disagree, 6 = Strongly agree)

7. Sociocultural Influences:

• Does your cultural background influence your trust in AI? (1 = Not at all,
6 = Significantly)

• How do societal norms and values shape your perception of AI? (Open-ended)

8. Psychological Aspects of Trust:

• Do personal experiences with technology affect your trust in AI? (1 = Not at all,
6 = Significantly)

• To what degree do media portrayals of AI impact your trust in it? (1 = No impact,
6 = Major impact)

9. Risk Perception:

• What are your primary concerns about trusting AI? (Open-ended)
• Rate your level of concern about potential misuse of AI. (1 = No concern,

6 = Extremely concerned)

10. Perceived Benefits of AI:

• What benefits of AI do you think contribute to its trustworthiness? (Open-ended)
• How does the potential of AI in solving complex problems influence your trust

in it? (1 = Not at all, 6 = Significantly)

11. Ethical Considerations:

• How do ethical considerations around AI affect your trust in it? (1 = No effect,
6 = Significant effect)

• Rate your agreement: “AI can be trusted to act ethically”. (1 = Strongly disagree,
6 = Strongly agree)

12. Future Orientation:

• How optimistic are you about the future developments of AI? (1 = Very pes-
simistic, 6 = Very optimistic)

• What is your perception of the long-term implications of trusting AI? (Open-ended)

13. Experiences with Standard Computing Tools:

• Describe your level of trust in standard computing tools (e.g., software) for
accuracy and reliability. (1 = No trust at all, 6 = Complete trust)

• Have your experiences with standard computing tools influenced your trust in
AI? Please explain. (Open-ended)

14. Perception of Neutrality and Bias in AI:

• To what extent do you believe AI is free from biases compared to human beings?
(1 = Strongly disagree, 6 = Strongly agree)

• In your opinion, how does the perceived neutrality of computers influence your
trust in AI? (Open-ended)

15. Influence of Marketing and Influencers:

• How does marketing and the role of influencers affect your trust in human
statements? (1 = No effect, 6 = Significant effect)

• Compare your trust in information disseminated by AI vs. that shared by human
influencers. (Open-ended)
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16. Political Factors and Trust in Human Statements:

• Rate your level of trust in statements made by political figures. (1 = No trust at
all, 6 = Complete trust)

• How do political factors influence your trust in human statements versus state-
ments made by AI? (Open-ended)

17. Projection of Computer Experiences onto AI:

• To what degree do you think your experiences with computers (like using Excel)
shape your expectations and trust in AI? (1 = Not at all, 6 = significantly)

• In what ways do you differentiate between your experiences with traditional
software and AI systems? (Open-ended)

18. Mistrust in Human Statements:

• What are the main reasons for your mistrust in human statements (if any)?
(Open-ended)

• Compare your trust in data or information provided by AI systems versus human
sources. (1 = Always trust AI more, 6 = Always trust humans more)
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